CHAPTER 4
EGYPTIAN PYRAMIDS

145: Looking up the south-west corner of the Great Pyramid
The Egyptian pyramids at Giza are the last surviving member of the seven ancient wonders of the
world. The standard story is that pyramids were built as tombs for pharaohs; first at Sakkara, improved
on at Daschur, then perfected at Giza- before dropping back to building the original crappy versions
again at Sakkara and Abu Sir and other locations. The pyramid building story concludes with the belief
that these “tombs” were getting too easy for grave robbers to find, thus the entire process was
scrapped and led to the building of new tombs at the Valley of the Kings near Luxor. While told over
and over again in every school book, any examination of the tomb theory makes no sense. No original
burial has ever been found in one of the original old pyramids, and only the Zozer pyramid at Sakkara
even resembles the standard look of an Egyptian tomb. Tomb pyramids do appear in the workers
village near the Valley of the Kings from the New Kingdom, but I think the “pyramids as tombs theory”
had already been fed to the Egyptian population at that time, and has nothing to do with the original
building intent of the giants to the north. The story may have been created to keep the standard
person away from inquiring into what these mountains of stone were for (as continues today). And as
one digs more deeply into the standard pyramid story, one finds more holes than Swiss cheese
Pyramids are found all over the world: Mexico, Peru, North America, Europe, Asia (including
some giants ones in China), Africa, as well as several found underwater (pre 8000BC flooding). If we
could look under the Antarctic ice sheet, we likely would find them there as well. Standard dating
places Egyptian Pyramid building between 2600-2000BC, during the period known as the Old
Kingdom. There are no actual building records of course, so these dates are mostly archaeological
speculation. In my understanding there were two phases of Egyptian pyramid building. The first came
from the Pre-Egyptian, a time at least 10,000 BC and perhaps even older (when the world was
supposedly inhabited by primitive cave men), and matches other huge stone monolithic construction
found around the world. Not just amazing feats of construction, they were also produced with perfect
mathematics, geometry, and proportional harmonies- all the while made with at times with 100 ton
stones shaped and carved perfectly. A second Egyptian pyramid building phase did occur after
3000BC, but these pyramids were attempted copies of the giants that had been there for thousands of

years. Without recognizing this time dilemma it can be easy to get lost in the wilderness of
understanding Egyptian pyramids.
Each individual pyramid also included a temple near a body of water or Nile, a long covered
causeway (like a giant hallway of wall paintings to make a long meditative trip in), a second temple on
the (usually) east face of the pyramid, then a short passageway to the pyramid entrance. Most had
their entrance in the north face, thus be walking in to the south- the direction of dreaming and power,
into a stone structure that often contained many chambers and passages. Any pyramid built was not
just an object all on its own. Usually it was meant to connect with other pyramids and temples within
the same location. Most pyramid sites also include an entire underground labyrinth of tunnels,
chambers, temples and perhaps even underground pyramids. We will come to all that in time.
The word pyramid comes from the Greek words ‘pyro’ (fire) and ‘amid’ (being at the center).
Thus the Greeks saw the pyramids to be the center of the great fire. It is not the sun's fire they were
talking about here, but something else, and when one understands that something else, you, the
mystery of pyramids begins to unfold.
Medium, Fayum and Daschur

146: Early morning photo of the Red Pyramid, Daschur

To better understand the Giza marvels, it is best to examine other pyramid sites first, as
background. At Medium, in the Fayum Oasis south of Giza, is an odd “cone” remnant, a collapsed step
pyramid due to poor building methods. It is said to have been built for the Pharaoh Sneferu. The
problem is that he also has two other pyramids at Daschur. If tombs are burial places, why does
someone need 2, or perhaps 3? The Medium pyramid has been closely studied because standard
theory has this as the bridge between the first pyramid at Sakkara and the later masterpieces at Giza
(via Daschur)- making Medium the “missing link” of pyramids. Its interior is similar to ones at Daschur,
but as John Anthony West claimed in his Traveler's Guide to Ancient Egypt, many visitors feel a very
unsettling atmosphere, which means to be aware when visiting. However we see that there were giant
perfect stones at the interior, indicating the base was a much older structure, than what was built
overtop. This concept, a very old middle with a much later addition over it is critical to begin to see
pyramids in their origin.
At El Lahun and Harawa the pyramids are mostly made of mud brick. Any mud brick pyramid is
from a much later building time, when workers were no longer proficient with stone. At Harawa, the
inner chamber of this pyramid is similar to a mini- king's chamber at Giza. This pyramid is odd due to
the fact it is one of the few pyramids to not have its entrance at the north (but here from the south.)

Most claim that the temple in front of this pyramid was what Herodotus called the Labyrinth in his
writing, a 60,000 square meter space with 3000 rooms on two levels, connected by a maze of winding
corridors. But new ground penetration radar in 2017 revealed a giant underground area, perhaps
hundreds of football fields in size, that my in fact be the labyrinth spoken of. Of note, close to Harawa
is an area known as the “Valley of the Whales,” where numerous whale and mammal skeletons have
been found from when the area was a tropical sea. The main modern labyrinth myth comes from the
island of Crete, where upon the walls of Knossos are numerous paintings of whales.
Traveling north we come to the site that contains two of the four largest pyramids in Egypt.
Even though the pyramids are huge it gets rather few visitors due to its long drive from Cairo, thus
most tour guides and taxi drivers don't want to visit. But don't miss it. The largest pyramid at Daschur
is the Red Pyramid (so named for the red colour of the building stone) and is 341 Ft by 721 FT,
second only to the Great Pyramid at Giza in overall size. Following a long climb up to the entrance,
and down the descending passage into the interior- one comes to the first of three similar chambers.
Each has a vaulted ceiling which produce some amazing acoustics. Pyramids are pieces of music set
in stone and will have a “vibrational” effect on anyone who enters, and will be more discussed in detail
at Giza. There is also a unique carved out area, which may in fact be an original monolithic structure
that the pyramid was later built overtop of.

Illustration 1: 147 Bent Pyramid of Daschur

Daschur is most famous for its “Bent” pyramid, claimed by archaeologists to be a building
mistake. The two large pyramids here (Bent and Red) are said to be for the Pharaoh Sneferu- the
Pharaoh that needed many tombs. Why? Put half his body in one and half in the other? Remember no
original burial has been found in an Old Kingdom pyramid and they are devoid of all tomb art and
leavings. The trick is to see that pyramids were not named after a pharaoh buried there, but after a
god (whom a later pharaoh may have taken the name of as say in the case of Seti 1 or Thutmosis III).
The name Sneferu, when translated from Egyptian hieroglyphs, means Double Harmony, and thus
may be related to an aspect of the goddess Maat (Double Cosmic Harmony). Thus a site built for the
“Double Neteru” would need “double” the pyramids. Once you get that pyramids were built for Neters
not Pharaohs, things will open up. The Bent Pyramid, thought of as the mistake due to its two different
angles (53 and 43 degrees) that change half way up. Seeing pyramids as music in stone, you will
understand that this pyramid's final shape was not due to a mistake, but was designed that way. Its
upper angle is 43 degrees, the same slope as the Red Pyramid beside, likely meaning the two
resonate together in some way as a harmonic over and under-tone. This dual aspect continues in the
interior, where there are TWO entrances. The usual one in the north and another in the west. The
name Sneferu “Dual Harmony” may also relate that these two pyramids operate together musically to

lift the veil of the inharmonious matrix that traps the fictional self. Also note the amazing block
placement in the Bent Pyramid, where stones which no longer have support stones below it, are still
able to almost hang in the air, as they were fitted together like Lego.
Surrounding are a few inferior Middle Kingdom pyramids, now near ruins, but we get very
unique names. Two of these pyramids are known as the White Pyramid and the Black Pyramid. That
makes the 3 main hermetic colours, and I would not be surprised if there was another known as the
yellow pyramid somewhere nearby. Note that the copies are near the Nile, while the old large ones are
built much farther away in the desert. But all around is evidence of ancient lakes, canals and docks.
Where did all the water come from? In 2500BC when they were supposed to be built, the place was
like it is today, a desert, and if you wanted water you would have followed the Middle Kingdom idea
and built pyramids close to the Nile. Added to this anomaly is the fact Steven Mehler realized that the
ground slopes west to east (towards the Nile) which would have made bringing in water from the river
an even a greater challenge. However some 7-10,000 years ago there was a combination of a wetter
climate in the area, as well as what he believed to be and called the Ur Nil (an older Nile that flowed in
the middle of the now dry in the Sahara) which is where water was likely was brought from, following
gravity, to the site. This is important as to date the site to the time the old Nile was flowing pushes the
building dates back at least to 7,000 BC.

148: Corbeled ceiling interior of the Red Pyramid at Daschu r

Sakkara

149:Zozer's Step Pyramid and courtyard, Sakkara

Sakkara is the largest site under excavation in Egypt, having hundreds of temples, courtyards,
and pyramids. It is the one site in Egypt that I recommend visitors do some preparation for the night
previous. While a huge site with lots to explore, it is known mostly for the step pyramid of Zozer,
considered the first pyramid built in Egypt. It is also known for secondary pyramids that contain the
famous Pyramid Texts, the earliest known religious and mystical writings in history (my translation in
chapter 24), and for an underground chamber of large stone boxes known as the Serapeum.
The step pyramid complex is so “un” Egyptian looking that right away I had the feeling that it
was not Egyptian at all but something else. Before even getting inside the step pyramid area, one is
confronted by a giant enclosure wall that is a marvelous piece of art (most of what you see is
restoration), that was copied to make Universities in the American Southwest. The entrance to the
temple proper is though a “forest” of 40 palm columns, each made to look like groups of 17 or 19 rolls
of papyrus reeds bunched together. 17 and 19 are key numbers in Egyptian art. The columns
themselves are very unique for Egypt, as they are not free-standing, but are attached to the
surrounding masonry. John West has commented that as one moves farther through the columns, the
space between narrows “exaggerating the illusion of distance,” which is similar to shortening the
space of the strings as one moves up a guitar neck. This lead in area could be one long guitar made in
stone.

150:One of the very unique “attached” columns near the Step Pyramid, Sakkara
Exiting the “guitar” one comes to a gigantic courtyard, that included two giant B's of stone in
the center. It is claimed that this was the area that the famous heb-sed festival was held, where the
pharaoh was required to run a special race every 30 years to prove his physical fitness to still be the
king. Yet, as described by Jeremy Naydler in his book Shamanic Wisdom in the Pyramid Texts, this
race was not about physical prowess, but was a journey of initiation and awakening. The floor of the
Sakkara courtyard area was made of pure alabaster, special resonator of energies. That is reminder
that everywhere you go in Egypt, pay attention to stone- not just upright and standing, but what was
used to make the floor. It is all connected.
At the end of the courtyard is the Step Pyramid. Recently it has been found that there never
was a cover of white tura limestone as on other pyramids, but instead was covered with mud brick
painted white to look like tura limestone. Why make a pyramid to look like “something” if this is the
first. There would be nothing for it to look like. This shows that this could not be the first pyramid built,
but the first attempted copy of something already existing. This was the beginning to simulate the
great structures at Giza and Daschur with no real idea of how to do it. More unique with this pyramid is
also the fact that the interior passageways and chambers, which were originally part of a prior
mastaba, has wall carvings, pottery and jars left, star covered ceiling, blue fience on the walls. It is
definitely a tomb that later had a step pyramid built overtop of it. But none of the supposed later built
pyramids had anything that looked like a New Kingdom burial chamber. If this was the first this design
it should have been continued. The name Zozer also does not appear for 1000 years after this was
supposedly built. Carvings from the date of construction say the pyramid was built for Horus-Neter
Khet, which many claim was the name of the Pharaoh Zozer at the time. Again Zozer might be a
Pharaoh from a far later period wanting to associate with the pyramid temple of a Neter, in this case,
Horus-Neter Khet.
The layout of the site however was something that got my attention. It reminded me of the many
Mayan sites in Mexico that I had been to, especially sites along the Ruuta Puuc. Near the enclosure
wall is an area called the heb-sed court, which looked almost exactly like a Mayan ball court, I even
found round holes on top of the west wall that could have easily held the hoop or ring used in the
famous Mexican game. I could even see in my mind's eye and early version of the Zozer step pyramid
with a long staircase in front similar to pyramids in Mexico. Back when I made my first trip here in 2004
I felt there was a high possibility that this part of Sakkara was a Mayan site in Egypt, or an attempt to
link the two cultures. It was a few years later I came across the book Land of Osiris by Stephen
Mehler. In it he wrote of being given entrance into the newly excavated Temple of Maya, supposedly a

28th Dynasty figure, whose amazing statues of he and his wife Merit are on display in the Egyptian
Museum in Leiden, Holland. These depictions in stone closely resemble how the Hindu goddess Maya
(goddess of illusion) is depicted. While inside of this temple, Mehler photographed a very strange
ceiling with what appeared to be Mayan hieroglyphs. This was later confirmed by a Mayan elder in
Guatemala. So what are Mayan hieroglyphs doing inside an Egyptian temple, that also has the name
Maya? This was a confirmation for me that my original views on this site were correct.
Sakkara is also known as the place where one can find the Pyramid Texts, usually viewed in
the Pyramid of Teti. To really get the extent of the power of this hieroglyphic text you have to go to the
pyramid where they were first carved, the Pyramid of Unas (now closed to the public but Zahi Hawass
and Kamel Wahid of the Egyptian Antiquities Organization allowed my entrance. As of 2017 it seems
they have re-opened the pyramid for tourists). To really experience the Pyramid Texts of Unas, you
need to place yourself back into the ancient context. To do that properly you must begin not at the
pyramid itself, but way back at the Valley Temple- that ruined structure near the ticket office about 1km
away. From this temple you can walk the remains of the causeway to the Unas Pyramid. The small
remnants give an impression of what the completed causeway must have been like. Along the
causeway are numerous temples and shrines- a couple of them are extremely powerful, and again
can find amazing alabaster and quartzite floors. The mortuary temple in front of the pyramid had a
basalt floor.
After a long passage into the pyramid (the other pyramid texts pyramids have similar interiors)
itself, one comes to three inner chambers. To the left is a room that looks like a giant E, with two stone
pillars and no carvings. The central room is mainly square and here one finds the carved, blue painted
pyramid texts, that begin on the entrance passageway. Touching them sent sparks of electricity
through my arm, and I could feel the glyphs pulsing like a giant heartbeat. The texts continue into the
chamber to the right, which includes a perfectly smooth sarcophagus box, different than the one in the
Great Pyramid, but equally mesmerizing. Three walls have the inscribed texts, while the back wall,
made of alabaster instead of limestone, has a series of graphic designs. This entire area and the texts
themselves are fully examined in the Pyramid Texts chapter.

150A Userkaf Temple area

Another pyramid worth checking out is the Pyramid of Userkaf. While the pyramid itself is in
ruin, and is closed for entrance- it is the temple that is to be seen. Here is a near close resemblance of
what one can find at Abu Sir. Large basalt blocks make up the floor, with huge pieces of granite
surround. You can get a good glimpse of impossible carving techniques as you can see huge holes
sent deep into the granite stones (that can only have been make with some sort of specialized drill), as
well as several deep cuts in the stone that one would only find today with laser saws. That this could
have been made with copper tools as suggested in books is ludicrous. Recall as well that it was at

Sakkara that the famous Schist Plates in the Cairo Museum were found. These plates seem to be the
working gears of some type of machine, and are possibly part of unlocking the secret of how the
Ancients could do what they did with the hardest of stone.
151:Statue of Meruka in a false door, in his “burial temple,” Sakkara

Another key area not to miss at Sakkara are the private tombs,
which are less burial areas and more temple complexes. Along the
walls are carved spectacular painted reliefs that display symbolic
scenes of daily life, used to explain some aspect of spiritual
transformation. For sure do not miss the older tombs like Ti and Ptahhotep for they have the most sacred geometry used in the relief
making. The later tombs, like the famous Meruka, while still
spectacular, one can notice a decline in the craftsmanship and carving.
Most mastabas contain what are called false doors, the coolest maybe
the red painted one in the mastaba of Mehu. These doors are said to
be for the Ka of the deceased to enter and exit. I spent much time with
the “doors” and found them to have a very magnetic pull, and by falling
in you likely would fall into a crack in reality, or a crack in the bubble of
self. Experiments with them showed to me this was the case.
Castaneda mentioned that falling backwards was a way to cross over
the parallel lines. You might say that was a hint.
Also at Sakkara is the area known as the Serapeum- usually closed- that was the burial place
of the Apis bull of Ptah. And while one can find thousands of mummified bulls here, the real thing to
note is the stone sarcophagus boxes, 80 to 100 tons each, likely needing to be carved in the very spot
they now sit and unlikely to have been done with the supposed copper tools of the time. The boxes
come from a period before the chamber was taken over for the bulls, and is said to be a pre-dynastic
temple of healing and these “coffins” were part of the sound and dimensional journeying healing that
took place here. This may be the main reason it is closed to the public, the more powerful a place the
less they want people in it. Also note that beneath the desert surface is an entire underground world
here, if you know where to look you can still find the entrances.
One last thing to think about is the name of the location itself, Sakkara. If you break this down,
Sah is the Egyptian word for a star or a doorway. Ka the physical element of the person, and Ra the
energy behind light or the sun. Thus we have the star or doorway between the physical mind and the
Light. Puts Sakkara in a new “light” don't you think?
Abu Sir-Abu Ghurab

150b Abu Sir main temple

Just north of Sakkara is another rarely visited site, but potentially important. Abu Sir,directly
translated from Arabic means “place of sardines,” which makes no sense. But the name does reveal
something, if you look at the word as Ab-Busir. Ab is the Egyptian name for heart or center, while Usir
is an abbreviation of Ausir (Osiris) thus is the “center or heart of Osiris.” This in fact could have been
the heart center of the entire pre-dynastic civilization. At Abu Sir are three still standing pyramids that
give a similar (smaller) impression of Giza. The mortuary temples with them are models of geometry
with basalt floors, granite blocks filled with drill holes and saw cuts. However, the pyramids are literally
falling apart. Why if these are supposed to be the one's built right after Giza are they falling apart so
badly? My feeling is that what is seen at Abu Sir is the rebuilding of the site by the Old Kingdom
Egyptians, built overtop of the original. The pre-Old Kingdom stuff is under what is there now (or at
anything's base if you look closely enough), save for a few key parts left in tact. Egypt was known for
rebuilding on old sites, temples built one on top of the other, tapping the original power source below.
A walk into the surrounding desert reveals tons of fragments showing this was once a giant site.
Ancient tradition in the area claims that this may be not only the oldest site in Egypt but perhaps on
the earth and is sometimes referred to as the “landing spot,” the place where the Neters first
descended to the planet from the heavens. One place to point out is the huge mastaba of Ptah-Shepser, second only in size to Meruka's at Sakkara. Here there is a special area that had 20 stone pillars
arranged in a square. In Castaneda terms this could be the 20 warriors of the nagual's party, arranged
into the four directions. The 21 st (nagual man and woman) is either the center spot or is the entire
mastaba/temple itself. There should be a 22nd pillar as well, the 0 fool, and should be found here with
more examination.

150c How exactly are perfect holes like this drilled in the ancient past with supposedly copper tools? Obviously
this stone, and many others at Abu Sir, were in someway driled. The holes within are near perfectly smooth.

Just north is the sister site of Abu Ghurab. While there are no pyramids here, there are what
are called “sun temples,” giant obelisks placed on huge blocks of stone. The first three of these were
supposedly built for the pharaoh Userkaf and have their temple dedicated to Neith, and very feminine
like statues of Userkaf were found here. Even some Egyptologists are willing to suggest that Userkaf
was Neith in form. There it is again. This site is not for pharaohs but for the neters. The most famous
structure at Abu Guhrab is the Niussurre structure. Here is an alter made of five pieces of alabaster,
set together as 4 hotep symbols around a center. The four directions around the center (OsirisAbsolute, the 4 DNA proteins around consciousness). This alter can be seen as a form of square
medicine wheel. Further off in the courtyard are a series of square, perfectly cut (perhaps machine
cut) pieces of fine alabaster with large circular holes drilled into the tops. They are referred to as
basins, to hold water or blood from sacrifices. Typical thinking from those who see our ancients as
primitive savages. Alabaster is a stone used for mental clarity and stopping the mind. What is
interesting is that surrounding these basins are teeth-like grooves that lead to all sorts of speculation.
They are pieces that should be examined very closely.
Just north of Abu Sir is the site of Zawiyat Al Abran, where there exist two pyramid remnants,
that if complete that would have been as large as those on the Giza plateau. Apparently the site was
built to take the use of a large power spot that exists close by. Originally that power spot had an
Egyptian Temple over it, then a Coptic Church, now a mosque that is closely guarded and unable to
be entered. Some suggest that this is the “central” pyramid site that all the others were built around,
and this power spot might have been the main “power spot” for the entire Egyptian civilization. Another
ruined Pre-Dynastic pyramid can be found at Abu Rawash is 7 Km north-east of the Giza, which still
contains is underground passage make of gigantic blocks.
Giza
The greatest known ancient site on the planet earth is said by Egyptologists to have been built around
2500 BC, with three large pyramids built as tombs for subsequent pharaohs: Khufu, Khafre and
Menkaure. Together the stone used in these three pyramids is enough to build a 3 meter high, 1 meter
thick wall entirely around France. In front of the Khafre pyramid is the famous Sphinx, said to be
carved in the likeness of Khafre. Surrounding all of this is hundreds of mastaba tombs, similar to what
is found at Sakkara. Though not spoken of, an entire underground city exists here, again complete
with temple complexes and perhaps underground pyramids.

151 A: The site of Giza

The Sphinx

152:Side view of the Sphinx, Giza

This amazing structure is 240 feet long, 66 feet high (the height of a six story building) and is
34 feet across. Carved directly out of the limestone, it has left a trench 18 feet wide and 25 feet deep.
The blocks removed from the excavation were used to build the temples that sit in front and beside of
it. The Sphinx is (now) the body of a lion with the head of a Pharaoh, but that may not have always
been the case. The Sphinx faces due east (the rising sun and the equinox) yet I sort of feel sorry for it
because now all day it must stare directly at a Kentucky Fried Chicken and a Pizza Hut. Modern
archaeologists claim the Sphinx was carved in 2500 BC by the Pharaoh Khafre, as a guardian of the

entire Giza plateau, and his own pyramid behind. They claim that the face on the Sphinx is of Khafre's
face, supposedly matched by Mark Lehner with a couple of statues in the Cairo Museum. However
many others, including senior New York Police forensic sketch artist Frank Domingo, claim the Sphinx
face and the statue faces do not match.
At one time, a gigantic obelisk sat at the base of the Sphinx. Still standing on the spot is what is
called the Sphinx Stela, erected in 1400 BC by 18 th Dynasty Pharaoh Thutmosis IV who claimed the
Sphinx came to him in a dream telling the young man to clear the area of sand, having been
unattended for a long while. If he did so he would become the new Pharaoh. Taken the stela literally, if
the Sphinx had been covered with sand, the area must have been left unattended for a long period of
time. Looked at more symbolically this was around the period of time of the Second Hyksos (Sumerian
alien) rule of Egypt, and what is translated as “sand” that Thutmosis was called to clear away from the
Giza Plateau, may have in fact been the presence of the Sumerian archons. If he could clear these
away, he could be the Pharaoh. Within two generations of Thumosis IV came the reign of Akhenatenwhich could have been an outside response to to this attempt to “clear the sand.”
The age of the Sphinx is a great controversy. The first archaeologists at Giza in the 1800's felt
that the Sphinx was far older than the rest of the site, and it was only in the 20 th century that
Egyptologists changed this idea (due to finding the name Khafre in a small temple close to the sphinx).
They claimed the Sphinx was built by Khafre due to association. They also used line 13 of the Sphinx
Stela that hailed Khafre for his work in restoring the Sphinx, which Egyptologists claim is an error on
the stela, that instead the inscription should have read he built it, not repaired it. Did the people who
erected that monument really make a mistake? They were thousands of years closer to its
construction than we are, shouldn't what they have to say carry a bit of weight on the subject, but to
agree with their writing would throw the current dating of the the Giza plateau to the wind. The Sphinx
Stela also claims, “Now a great magical power had existed in this place from the beginning of all time
and it existed over all the reigns…And at this time the Sphinx-form of the most mighty Khepera came
to this place and the greatest of souls, the holiest of the holy ones visited there.” The sphinx based on
the Stela is connected with Khepera, transformation from darkness to light. The sphinx also had the
ancient name Sheshep-Ankh-Atum “The living image of Atum.” Indeed the Sphinx’s English name is a
corruption, through Greek of Sheshep-Ankh, so it seems more likely the Sphinx is energetically
connected to Khepera and Atum, not some pharaoh named Khafre.
Another stela, The Inventory Stela in the Cairo Museum, was found in 1821 in a small Isis
temple just east of the Great Pyramid. The stela provides an inventory for the statues Khufu FOUND
in the Isis Temple when he came to repair it. It also claims that Khufu (Khafre’s father) saw the Sphinx.
Thus the temple of Isis was already old at the site and needed repair, and if Khufu saw the Sphinx
there is no way then that Khafre could be the builder. Isis is called Mistress of the Pyramid, there must
have at least been one pyramid there for her to the Mistress of. If a pharaoh named Khufu did build a
pyramid for himself, it would be one of the three smaller pyramids to the east of the great Pyramid,
which is what I believe they are, smaller Old Kingdom copies of the giants beside. However instead of
investigating anything that the stela has to say, Egyptologists simply ignore it claiming it is a fake or a
mistake. Out of sight out of mind. They do rightly claim that the stela was written in 1020 BC, 1500
years after the pyramids were supposed to have been built, but that does not mean the information is
not accurate for the Egyptians were well know for copying stelas once they began to show signs of
wear and age. If this was all the Egyptologists had to dodge it would not be so bad, but they also have
to dodge geology.

153:Photo of the Sphinx trench showing definite signs of water erosion, Giza

Modern symbolist author John Anthony West was the one who brought back the theories of RA
Schwaller de Lubicz, who spent much of his life between 1930-50 studying symbolic aspects of
Ancient Egypt, particularly the temple of Luxor. In one of Schwaller's books, West noticed that he
casually mentions that the Sphinx was weathered by water not by sand or wind. West saw this
sentence as monumental in significance. How could the Sphinx be weathered by water, the Sahara is
a desert? With the help of paleo-geology, West was shown that the Sahara was not always a desert,
and there was water present as late as 7000BC, while around 12,000 BC the region was a tropical
paradise. West brought in Boston University geologist, Dr. Robert Schoch to examine the area.
Schoch instantly recognized the erosion pattern was consistent with water, specifically rain water,
evident as the water finds weak spots in the rock that it uses a channels. Wind or sand erosion has
more of a blasting effect, which is not really seen in the sphinx area. Most of the stone that now covers
the lower half of the sphinx is a very poorly done modern restoration that covers much of the
underlying stone, and which began shortly after West and Schoch came up with their new theory,
perhaps to hide the most damaging evidence. However it can still be easily seen in the trench areas
itself. In fact an exploration of the entire Giza Plateau shows that only the Sphinx, Sphinx Temples and
a few other structures show this water weathering. The rest are mistakingly weathered by wind and
sand. A prehistoric Sphinx would revolutionize not just Egyptian history, but human history. The main
attack against an ancient Sphinx, is that there is not SUPPOSED to be any civilization at 10,000+ BC.
(Fingerprints of the Gods is a good work for anyone wanting to read more detail on the dating and
geologic evidence of the sphinx investigation).
A couple of other things to consider about the Sphinx. One is why is it carved in the shape of a
lion? Some claim it is an equinox and presessional marker, as it faces the sunrise on the equinox. Yet
during the period the sphinx was supposed to be built, 2500 BC, the sun rose in the constellation of
Taurus (bull) and only around 12,000 BC did Leo the lion rise on the horizon. Another lion connection
is that the Sphinx may originally have had a female lion head, that of the goddess Tefnut or Sekhmet.
Also to keep in mind is that during the New Kingdom, two sphinxes were always placed at the
doorways of temple as guardians. Called the Aker (one yesterday the other tomorrow) they guard time
to allow only the present moment to enter between. Thus at Giza it should be odd that there is only
one. It is possible that a second sphinx does exist, perhaps in the western part of the plateau or
maybe even a mirror underground. The underground possibility comes from the many sources that
say the Sphinx was the entry point to a series of temple complexes where priests were initiated. Lately
more suggestions have been made that the original form was not a lion at all, but was a representation
of the dog Anubis, in the form of Upuat, Opener of the Ways. And when one examines the remains,

especially the back legs and tail, this is quite likely. For today we know the current head is not the
original for it is too small in proportion to the body. Some have suggested a feminine face as the
original, again others that this was in fact first a seated Anubis statue.
Also recognize that what you see now as the Sphinx, is something that has had much
restoration work done, and it is hard to tell how far away from the original re-found by the French in
1700's it is. The modern cement masonry looks out of place. The hole that showed in a rare hot air
balloon photo on the top of the Sphinx's head is gone (one of the many suggested entrances to the
underground world below) and one can see today a circular cement like plug. There also appears to
be structures very close to it in 1800's photographs that are no longer there.
Sphinx Temples
154: Some giant granite blocks in the Valley Temple. Notice the many joints to
the stone in the center, reminiscent of Inca stonework in Cuzco Peru and
difficult to accomplish, Giza

In front of the great Sphinx are two temples, referred to as the
Sphinx and Valley Temples. The blocks for the temples were built from
the same rock that was carved away from the Sphinx enclosure. The
temples have a similar look to the Osireian at Abydos. A layer of
granite was placed over the weaker limestone blocks to protect them.
Some blocks in the Sphinx Temple are 200 tons and raised more than
40 feet of the ground. Today, only two land-based cranes on the Earth
could lift and place the blocks, but the builders at Giza seemed to
move them like they were Lego. The blocks could have been cut into
smaller more movable pieces like at other temples, but the Giza
builders chose not to do this, but do it the hard way.
155:Back chamber area of the Valley Temple with stone blocks arranged
similar to the Osireion at Abydos, suggesting that both were built during the
same period the Sphinx temple

Beside is what is known as the Valley Temple, where stones
(some 50 tons) are placed together in a jigsaw fashion, similar to
Cuzco in Peru, an amazing amount of work is needed to shape and
place the stones for this result. The entrance to the Valley Temple is
made of 6 layers of stone. Some of these layers have a curve to
them, while others are straight. The doorway is at the exact point
where the top 3 and bottom 3 divide. I saw this instantly as the 6
lines of the Chinese I Ching, divided into two 3-line tigrams. Solid or
broken lines make up one of 64 possible tigrams of the Chinese
Oracle. Here at Giza they run 0 for curved, - for straightness.
0--0-0
This tigrams is #48 “The Well of Knowledge.” and perhaps this
temple is the actual personification of tigram 48 in stone. The
interior of the temple is made of two rows of five pillars (the number of Horus) and they were placed
over a floor of alabaster that allows fast energy movement.

153a Another example of near perfect craftsmanship outside the Sphinx Temple

Just outside of the Sphinx Temple is a great place to see some of the amazing stone work on
the Giza plateau. Here large stone blocks are carved in C-cuts, to perfect smoothness, then layered
with a perfectly smoothed top. To make such smooth giant C cuts into such stone is basically
phenomenal, and for sure impossible with the supposed copper tools of the era, for their would be no
way to make the roundness or smoothness without a very sophisticated type of tool work.

Matabas

156:Temple of Seshmenefer IV, Giza

Around the pyramid and the Sphinx area are the mastaba fields, often made from cyclopean
blocks and are littered with false doors. I recommend spending time in these areas, rarely visited by
tourists, thus you can have some time alone (rare on the Giza site). There are some shafts near the

Khafre pyramid that run 70 feet down, that lead to some nice carvings and reliefs, though there is
more than enough to see with the more accessible mastabas above ground. Perhaps my favourite
mastaba on the plateau is the one of Seshmenefer IV, just a walk up from the Sphinx. It contains a
purification pool, a recapitulation area below ground, and a two benches between a false door, and a
still functioning ancient healing temple. A few others I suggest are Senegemid-Inti (some nice raised
reliefs and an eight pillared room), Khenementi (a stair way connects the two sides with amazing false
doors), Kapuniset Kai, Idu (where a Buddha like stature appears to be rising from the ground- photo
chapter 2), and Imry.
The Pyramids
Giza currently has three large main pyramids, known with the names Khufu, Khafre and
Menkaure. Subsequent are two sets of three small pyramids which are known as “Queen's Pyramids.”
There is also just the shaft left of a subsidiary pyramid beside the middle Khafre pyramid that is never
discussed. There also appears to be evidence of at least two more giant pyramids that used to exist
further out into the desert.
Around the plateau at least six small pyramids were said to have been built for the Pharaoh's
queens or daughters. Yet when you examine these structures the blocks are crumbling and they don't
appear well built. Why? If they were built at the exact same time as the giants beside they should
show equal workmanship. That being said these small pyramids make for a nice trip inside, again
rarely visited.
Bauval and Hancock were one of the first people to write that they felt that the three main
pyramids on the site were meant to signify the belt stars of the constellation Orion. However, each set
of three Queen's Pyramids might be telling something far more than this. The grouping by the
Menkaure Pyramid, at the far south end of the site, are a match of the belt stars of Orion at its high
point in the precessional cycle- some 25, 0000 years ago. The queen's pyramids by the Great
Pyramid, are a match for how Orion's belt stars will look at the end of the precessional cycle,
(sometime in the next few hundred years, perhaps 2012). This amazing layout, and a line that links
these, may in fact be a key to helping to relate that the dates of 10,000 BC and 2012 AD were
included in the building of the site.
To me however, I feel that the three main pyramids on the site are more directly related to the
key myth of Egypt. The Great Pyramid represents Osiris, middle pyramid for Isis, and the third not only
for Horus- but his ongoing challenge from Set. If there is anything that amazes me about the Giza
Plateau is this fact, almost all the research, books and documentaries are all about the Great Pyramid.
It gets probably 95% of all the attention, yet right beside it is a pyramid almost of equal size (though a
bit less romantic inside), and then the Menkaure pyramid,while seemingly small beside the other twois quite the amazing structure. What I present will also give more excess info on the Great Pyramid,
simply because it has most of the research done. My goal is in the next few years to put out a small
book ONLY on the other pyramids on the site. For now lets examine the pyramids.
Menkaure

157:The Menkaure pyramid behind its three “queen's” pyramids, Giza

This pyramid (215 feet high and 356 feet in length) is much smaller than the other two
pyramids and many tend to ignore this one. It is still a powerful presence when viewed with the other
two at your back. In 1837 Howard-Vyse entered and found and empty basalt box and some bones.
The natural assumption was that these were the bones of Menkaure. Modern scientific tests showed
that the bones do not date to the pyramid age, but to the Christian Age some 2000 years later. This
shows the signs of an ‘intrusive’ burial. The upper tiers of the pyramid were originally cased in white
Tura limestone, while the lower courses were in red granite from Aswan. This is the symbolism of
white representing Horus and red representing Set, and the pyramid is meant to personify the battle
between heart and mind. Look closely at some of the casing blocks. Parts of the outer pyramid have
been completely smoothed flat, and then stop at a line running up the pyramid, where the remaining
stones are rough and unfinished. This happens in two places. It is one of the oddities, why smooth the
outer stone for a while and stop exactly at a line running top-bottom?
This pyramid has two entrances, though few know this. The second leads from the main room
but stops part way into the pyramid, or at least is claimed to stop. I myself have not verified this
second entrance does indeed stop at a wall as suggested.
Inside the structure are three chambers hacked out of the solid bedrock. In one chamber are
six ‘cells’ similar to medieval monk’s sleeping quarters. Egyptologists claim they are “magazines for
storing objects that the dead king would require close to his body, but upon examination they were the
perfect shape to be meditation spaces. I did this for an hour, and doing so led me to some very odd
experiences as reality began to break. The main chamber has blocks fitted together in the style of the
Valley Temple and Cuzco Peru. Huge monolithic blocks form the ceiling. To fit them together is a near
impossibility. They seem to have had to be placed from below, but they require perhaps 100 men to lift
them, and the chamber does not have that much space. So how could they have been raised and
placed?

158 Giant Stone block in the Minkaure Temple

The outer temple is made again of giant limestone blocks, maybe 100-150 tons each, and
show a depth of weathering not found the stone of the surrounding mastabas, supposedly built at the
same period of time. This can be a great place to sit on the Giza Plateau, as this area tends to get
some of the fewest visitors and from a few spots you can get great views of the Khafre Pyramid.
Pyramid of Khafre

159:Khafre pyramid, Giza

The middle pyramid is recognizable due to the fact that some of the original casing stones are
still left at the top. This pyramid is 471 feet high with sides of 708 feet. While it is slightly smaller than
the Great Pyramid, it appears to be the same height because it is built on higher ground. The base is
built out of huge cyclopean blocks, some weighing as much as 200 tons. It is possible that there may
have been an original old structure here before even the Pre-Egyptians started to build pyramids over
top of it. I am comfortable saying that this is the oldest pyramid on the site.
You enter from the Northern face in a corridor that descends at 25 degrees 55, but most

interesting is the fact that there is a second entrance (or the exit as I like to think of it). Within the
pyramid is a room with almost the exact same dimensions as the King's Chamber of the Great
Pyramid, only not built in Granite but limestone. The Khafre chamber equals the King's Chamber in
length, but has a different width. Archaeologists claim this is a storeroom, but see no great oddity that
it is the EXACT same length as the King's Chamber in the Great Pyramid. This is no co-incidence and
in some way these two rooms in the two pyramids are linked. Another strange anomaly is that the man
I call Russia's John West, Andrei Syklarov, showed that the original casing stones of this pyramid were
painted, either a red or yellow colour. No explanation has been given for the need to paint the white
limestone casing stones.
In the theory listed at the end of this chapter, in conversations between Scott Creighton and I,
he noticed that the Khafre Pyramid is actually the exact center point of the circle the touches the key
monuments of the plateau. Which could make the case that this is in fact the oldest pyramid, for they
built the center first- to act as a proper radius marker point for keeping the rest of the site within the
circular layout. Since this is for Isis “Mistress of the Pyramid,” I would be expecting a more hidden
wisdom to be built into the stonework than is found with the Great Pyramid beside.

160:Inside the main chamber of the Khafre Pyramid

Great Pyramid

161:Modern entrance of the Great Pyramid

The Great Pyramid is 482 feet high (over 40 stories in the air) and has a near square base of
755 feet. Some 3 million individual blocks of limestone and granite, weighing between 2-70 tons, were
used to build the pyramid in 201 stepped tiers. “The Great Pyramid contains more masonry than all
the medieval cathedrals and chapels built in England.” While today we see only the ‘interior’ blocks, in
its heyday 115,000 casing blocks of pure white limestone 8 feet wide, 12 feet long and 5 feet high
were placed over the interior masonry. A few remaining casing stones survive at the bottom of the
pyramid. They were cemented together so perfectly that the joints are nearly invisible, and what
stones remain even a razor blade can not fit between them (see photo 168). They were joined so
perfectly “that one would have said it to be a single slab from top to bottom,” and would have glistened
with the light of the sun, resembling a giant lighthouse. In the 13 th and 14th century, Cairo was
destroyed by earthquakes and the pyramid casings were torn down to help rebuild the city. The Grand
Mosque was built entirely out of pyramid casings.
Another interesting feature, rarely noted, is that the sides of the structure are hollowed in,
check when you are there. You will need the right time of day for the shadows to be cast properly for
you to see it. As well, the blocks do not get smaller as one goes up the pyramid. At around the 35 th
course, the blocks actually get very large, which defies normal logic of letting the blocks get smaller as
one builds upward. In fact, near the top are some massive stones. The Great Pyramid appears to be
built on what seems to be a perfectly level piece of manufactured concrete. However this is not the
case, because the pyramid itself is actually built overtop of a 30 foot hill. (see How Built). It is built to a
standard that is incomparable in modern building practices, but it gets even more amazing upon
looking at what was built inside.
The standard story is that the Great Pyramid was a giant tomb to house the body of the
pharaoh Khufu (Cheops in Greek). A number of burial chambers were built, supposedly considered
inadequate and a new one was built. The story says that the pyramid was unentered for centuries until
an Arab explorer in 820 AD, Al Mamun, came searching for treasure and rare manuscripts. He broke
into the pyramid, and found it completely empty without even finding a pottery shard. I will examine
this story in more detail later.
Mathematics and Core Features

The pyramid is almost perfectly aligned to the cardinal points (N/S/E/W), and is aligned to true
north more perfectly than the Meridian Building of the Greenwich Observatory in London.
The Great Pyramid is a mathematical monument. To begin with, the slope is 50 degrees 51.
This makes the Great Pyramid’s height/base ratio a perfect π relationship. Some speculate pi was
included to make the Great Pyramid a perfect representation of the Northern Hemisphere with a 1:
43,200 (a precessional number) the base the equator and the apex the pole, while the base is a 1/8 th
of a degree of latitude. If you divide half the perimeter by the height you get the Golden Section 1.618.
The floor of the Kings Chamber is ten times pi, while without one of the smaller sides added- it is ten
times golden section squared.
The Egyptian Royal Cubit used the build the pyramid was claimed in 1925 to be 0.5236
modern meters. Today most prefer not to give a measurement for the old cubit. But just to note that if
you take pi 3.1416, and subtract the Golden Section squared 2.618, the result will be 0.5236. That is
too amazing a co-incidence for the choice of the pyramid builders base measurements.
Yet the math gets even stranger. Make two circles, one around the outside of the GP, one
around the inside edges. Subtract the length of the inner from the outer and the answer is 299, 79613.
299,792458 is the speed of light in million of meters per second. The exact latitude of the Great
Pyramid is 29 d 58' 4528”, works out to be 29.9792458 N. And more so I found that if you take the
Khafre Pyramid and multiply 2 times the base (706 X2) by height, (471), the answer is 2.99787685775
,again close to speed of light. This insistence on bringing the value for the speed of light I will reveal at
the end of this chapter.
How about this from the French documentary “Revelation of the Pyramids” to get you thinking.
Run a line on the earth from Easter Island through Giza, along a 100KM wide front you will hit, Nazca,
Machu Picchu, Cuzco, Dogan lands, Siva Oasis, Giza, Petra, UR, Persepolis, Ankhor Wat. The
distance between Nasca to Giza, is the same as Teotihucan to Giza. Giza to Easter island distance is
10,000 x phi. Ankhor to Giza distance multiplied by the golden section, is equal to the distance from
Giza to Nazca. If you make this line an equator, the north pole would be where magnetic north is right
now.
Name
Since Herodotus’s writing, the Great Pyramid has been regarded as the tomb monument of the
the very unpopular Pharaoh Khufu, who ruled for 50 years. Herodotus claims that 10,000 men were
used to build it, and that they worked consistently for 20 years. His words read that it was a monument
to Khufu, not a tomb as is reported. The actual body of Khufu was said to rest on an island under or
near the pyramid, surrounded by water brought in from the Nile by an artificial duct.
Egyptologists point to a small number of quarry marks in a chamber discovered by HowardVyse in 1837 as proof the pyramid was Khufu's tomb. Howard-Vyse’s expedition in Egypt was very
costly in 1837, and was in potential danger of returning to England a broke failure. Davidson had
previously located four chambers above the King’s Chamber but nothing to be found in any one of
them. Vyse found another chamber. In his personal diary, a through inspection was made the day of
the discovery, but there is no mention in his diary of any hieroglyphic markings. The next day when he
returned with witnesses, hieroglyphic marks suddenly appear.
There are some strange things regarding these markings. To begin with the angles of the
glyphs appear to not be made at the quarry (as they are said to have be done) but by someone
working in very cramped quarters. Howard-Vyse sent copies of the hieroglyphs to the British Museum
and Samuel Birch who was their hieroglyphic expert for confirmation. Contrary to modern thought,
Birch did not give a confirmation. He claimed that the symbols were strange, with symbols appearing
from different eras. The style itself was one which did not appear in Egypt until some 1,000 years later,
and some not until 26th Dynasty in 664BC.
Few hieroglyphic books existed in 1837. The best at the time was Materia Hieroglyphica by

John Gardner Wilkinson. In 1837 Wilkinson had realized that his book had several mistakes and a
revised copy was printed. His book had made errors like confusing the sign for KH with the sundisk
representing RA. Some of the names found in the Vyse chamber do not say Khufu, they make the
same mistake as the book, the name appearing is Rafu. No ancient could have possibly made a
mistake like this. It would have been like a modern builder in Washington spelling the President’s
name wrong on a monument. To make matters worse, this was not a President, but a direct
descendant of the Neteru. Such a mistake would have had the carver fearing instant death from Ra for
making such a monumental mistake. This means the workmen either did not know who the Pharaoh of
Egypt was, or it is a “shameful archaeological fraud.” Interestingly, in 1837 the revised hieroglyphic
book arrived in Cairo shortly after the discovery by Howard-Vyse. On the day of the book’s arrival,
Vyse made a trip to Cairo. The glyphs in the chamber that are spelled correctly seem to have been
redone. Amazingly, this ‘graffiti’ is enough for Egyptologists to “accurately say that the Great Pyramid
was built in Khufu’s time.”
The current dating of the pharaohs of Egypt comes form three sources: Tablet of Karnak, Wall
of Abydos and the Tablet of Sakkara. They are all New Kingdom documents, not in order, and not
complete. The only statue found of this supposed famous pharaoh Khufu is a small ivory figure, and
was not found at Giza, but at Abydos. When the name is found inscribed somewhere it is either Khufu
or Knhum-Khuf, and is connected at times with Thoth. William Fix felt that Khufu is not a person, but a
deity. The pyramid itself might be named Khufu, but not after any pharaoh. It seems the name became
a powerful charm in Ptolemaic Egypt and is found often, much like a Christian cross, as a sign of
protection. Just because a cross is found on a church no one would think that Jesus built it, but this is
the thinking of Pyramids in Egypt. The name Khufu connecting to Thoth is not surprising, as many
ancient chroniclers stated that Thoth/Hermes was the real builder of the pyramids.
Inside the Pyramid

162:Ascending Passage of the Great Pyramid, Giza

When one enters the Great Pyramid today, you enter from the forced entrance. According to
Strebo, the original entrance was a kind of hinged stone which could be raised, but was
indistinguishable from the surrounding masonry when it lay flush. The original entrance can be seen
about twenty courses up from the current one, and has a corbelled roof of several massive stones. As
yet no one has properly explained the need for the giant roofing of the entrance. A passage leads
downward at an angle of 26 degrees 17’. It is 350 feet in length, 3.6 feet wide and 3 feet 11’ in height.

Some of this passage is cut through the original rocky mound before the pyramid was put on top. The
passage is perfectly straight, and the magnitude of workmanship on what is actually a tunnel is
amazing. Eventually one comes to the lower chamber, some 600 feet below the pyramid in a
claustrophobic atmosphere. Today visitors are not allowed into the lower chamber. According to the
Egyptologists this was originally the burial place of the Pharaoh Khufu, but for some reason, the
designers changed their mind and decided on a burial farther up in the pyramid. The workmen must
have been happy after digging out 2000 tons of sold rock through a crowded passage, in no light, to
be told to do it again.
Actually this lower chamber is part of the grand design. It is not here by some accident, and
although it appears unfinished, it is cut and carved the way it was supposed to be. Some believe that
there is a subterranean chamber beneath the lower chamber, and this place is likely off limits to
tourists who might be able to notice exit passages into the Giza underground world. Some suggest
that the lower chamber blocks were cut to represent flames, the original Egyptian central fire, the
place of ordeal and initiation of the alchemical furnace. The Chinese say there are three burners in the
body and this lower chamber may represent the dan tien, the queen's chamber the heart and the
king's chamber the third eye (why most mystical experiences for people happen in the king's
chamber).
Half way down the descending passage, another passage leads upwards into the heart of the
pyramid, the supposed resting place of Khufu. This passage is almost exactly at the forced entrance,
an oddity I will explain later. It is claimed that in order to protect Khufu, three large granite blocks were
slid down the 129 foot length from the grand gallery to their current resting place to act as a plug. No
one is quite sure how this was done, or where the workers who did it (as they would have been sealed
into the pyramid) went to, but that gets explained by what is called the well shaft. You can still see two
of the original plugs as you walk past. Modern builders claim that it “would be impossible to slide the
slabs a matter of inches, let alone 100 feet.” Many now feel that this passage must have been plugged
while it was being built. Flinders Petrie felt that the plugs were cemented to the floor, thus could not
have been slid down the passageway. No matter, the plugs did not stop intruders as Al Mamun’s group
simply tunneled around them. However, if the pyramid had other purposes instead of burial, it might
make sense to plug it so that it could not again be ‘used.’ Another interesting observation is that no
one has checked to see if the granite plugs concealed an east/west passage (from the sides), not the
north/south (along the passageway) as is thought. Al Mamun tunneled around on the west side, but no
one has of checked the east side.
As one continues up the ascending passage, the first room encountered is the Queen’s
Chamber. It was called this by the Arabs because it’s roof is similar to the roofs used in Arabic female
burials. The ascending passage here was 127 feet long and straight, then suddenly drops two feet.
The Queen’s Chamber, which has 15 foot high ceiling, and has a large niche cut into the east wall
that so far no one has been able to explain. The chamber is also littered with salt crystals. Chris Dunn
has claimed that what he has found in this chamber help him to present the theory that the pyramid
was a power plant, using various chemicals to produce energy. While I do agree that the pyramid was
producing energy, I disagree with Dunn's theory that chemicals of any kind were needed.
The well shaft occurs where the ascending passage and the grand gallery meet. It is a near
vertical tunnel that has some sharp twisting turns. The shaft itself is less than three feet in diameter
and eventually joins up with the descending corridor. A part of it was enlarged and is known as the
grotto. The work done on the grotto is not as well done as the rest of the shaft, but it definitely feels
part of the design. Cut into the solid bedrock, the grotto contains a large block of granite. Why? The
shaft is claimed to have been built as an ‘escape hatch’ for the workmen who were to push the granite
plugs in place, and used by the tomb robbers to steal the treasure (which of course there was no
treasure). Why make the walls of a simple escape hatch to near standards, create the grotto and bring
a giant granite boulder there? And if the plugs were never slid down, then why need the well shaft at
all?
The Grand Gallery is something that no photograph can do any justice to. It is 153 feet long, 7
feet wide at the floor, and is 28 feet high. It looms as gigantic after being in the ascending passage.
Even more interesting is that the walls are narrower at the top than at the bottom, making it a gigantic

slit. There are 27 oblong slots cut vertically into the walls which make it a very strange place. Some
feel that the Grand Gallery is actually a gigantic telescope (more on this later). The main question that
someone must remind themselves is why build something so magnificent and difficult, inside a
pyramid. If the main reason was to walk to the next level, stairs or a bigger passage would have been
fine. There is a reason the Grand Gallery is there, but few look as to why.

163:King's Chamber, Great Pyramid, Giza

At the top of the Grand Gallery comes a step that leads to a small narrow passageway. Original
photos of this step show it to have a v shape or cut at the top, as if liquid could have run down it.
Today there is a modern repair done to the top to make the stone flat. Beyond is a passage is called
the antechamber. At the EXACT point where the limestone blocks give way to the granite blocks is a
small space large enough to stand up in. At eye level is something carved into the granite known as
the “boss,” a raised half circle that some have said is the key to understanding the entire pyramid.
Others see it as a seal. I got the sense it might be a symbolic button that may in fact turn something
on by being pushed. A little farther into the antechamber is a small raised area said to have been for
large granite slabs to have been placed. But where are they, there is no trace of them, not even a
fragment chip from being hacked through. If they were there every last remaining piece was chipped
away or else they were vaporized. Continuing one one comes through a small doorway into the
fabulous room known as the King's Chamber. Built of large interlocking granite blocks for the walls, 15
massive granite blocks for the floor, and 9 50-ton granite blocks for the ceiling, the place exudes
otherworldliness. No treasure, body or object has been found in this room except for the large granite
lidless box that is still there.
The chamber exhibits some very interesting mathematics. The first interesting feature is that
the King’s Chamber exists at a level where “the vertical section of the pyramid is halved, the area of
the horizontal section is one-half the base, where the diagonal from corner to corner is equal to the
length of the base, and where the width of the face is equal to ½ the diagonal of the base.” The whole
King’s Chamber also works out the famed golden section (phi) perfectly, and the exact sothic solar
year. So special is this room deemed to be that Hitler had an exact replica of it built and placed
underneath Nuremberg Stadium, where he meditated prior to Nazi rallies. The room will simply amplify
that which comes into it, thus it is not the chamber itself that is good or bad- but who or what comes
into it.

164:The Northern shaft, King's Chamber

Within both the King's and Queen's Chambers are wall shafts that run diagonally into the rock.
The ones from the King’s Chamber reach the outside at the 103rd course. The Queen’s Chamber
shafts do not reach the outside. So far only the Great Pyramid has shown to have these type of shafts.
The amazing thing about the shafts is that they were not drilled through the finished masonry as many
expect, but they were constructed in a step-by-step manner as the pyramid rose. Thus they were built
into the pyramid masonry. This is a very complex and sophisticated engineering job. The theory for
years has been that these shafts were ‘air vents,’ so those inside would not suffocate. However a
horizontal air vent would have been much easier to build if getting air was the only requirement of the
shafts. To build them on an incline requires special shaped blocks with one face sloping upward for the
floor, and other blocks in a u-shape for the walls and ceilings. Remember, all of this was done with the
rest of the pyramid was being built up.
In 1964, Virginia Temple noticed the southern shaft of the King’s Chamber pointed at Orion’s
belt during the period of 2500BC. This suggested that the shaft may have been more than an air vent,
and had astronomical connections. Bauval and Hancock checked out the other shafts at 2500BC and
got the following: King's Chamber south (Al Nitak- Orion), King's Chamber north (Alpha Draconius),
Queen's Chamber south (Sirius), Queen's Chamber north (Ursa Minor, top star of big dipper). The
man who put in the air conditioning in 1990's, Rudolph Gatenbrink, decided to use a robot to
investigate the Queen's' Chamber air vents. He found one of the shafts led to a sealed solid limestone
door with metal fittings. Zahi Hawass stopped any investigation. A few years later, on supposed “live
television,” Hawass tried to open the door himself in an obvious staged performance, and “found”
another door behind it. My African teacher told me that the air shafts of the King's Chamber create the
musical resonance F# (F sharp), from the air moving down these vents made to be a type of flute or
trumpet. I can say that standing between them does create some type of energy within the body.
The most marvelous thing about the King's Chamber to me was the perfect amplification of
sound in the chamber. Every sound uttered seems to have this beautiful reverberation. The black
stone used may have been chosen to activate a person's pineal gland, thus lead to illumination and
light within, combining light and sound in a specific way in the human body. After sitting in several
power spots in the King's Chamber, I always take a nice walk to the sarcophagus box, a Greek word
that means “eater of the flesh” a reference to the self that must be consumed. The granite coffer is cut
from a solid block of granite that includes feldspar quartz and mica. It is a stone far harder than the
granite walls of the chamber. The external volume is 2332.8 liters which is exactly twice the internal
volume of 1166,4 liters. The north and south faces of the box are concave, near perfect craftsmanship.
Some claim that even with modern tools this box would be almost impossible to duplicate. Because
the box could fit a human body, it has long believed to be a sarcophagus by Egyptologists.
The stone for this box is fabled to have come as far away as America or even Atlantis. Biblical

scholars claim the box in the King’s Chamber would exactly accommodate the Ark of the Covenant.
When Petrie had the coffer raised and struck , it provided a deep bell-like sound of “eerie beauty.”
When I sounded into the box, the harmonic melodies were amplified and returned. The box was also
unlike anything I felt. Following a Hungarian woman, I also laid inside the box, and had my Egyptian
mystical mantra sounds feel as if they were swirling around me in a circular wave of sound. Some also
feel that the box was placed where it is now (at the far end of the chamber) rather than its old resting
place in the chamber because too many people laying down in it had too many bizarre experiences.
While in the King's Chamber I got to see superimposed on the walls a winged Isis, surrounded by
Osiris, Hathor, Sekhmet and a Pharaoh. It was like they were applied to the stone in 4-dimensions,
thus you could not see them while your consciousness was in the third dimension, normal reality. On
my third visit inside, all of a sudden I smelled a waft of perfume, but then I noticed that no one had
entered for the scent to be attributed to. I had the thought that I was smelling the scent of a lotus, and
perhaps I was the only one smelling it.
Above the King's Chamber are a series of smaller chambers, said to be built when the ceiling
started cracking, to add extra support in case of earthquake. Even more bizarre is that few realize that
underneath the granite floor is a granite layer similar to an egg carton, while the blocks that make up
the ceiling are smooth only on the bottom side, while rough on the top. In fact more work was done on
the rough side than the smoothed side. I will try to explain these odd features later on, but I feel all of
these factors help to make the chamber, and in fact the entire pyramid, a musical instrument that
causes great “changes” in the DNA of any living object who enters.

How Built

166:Some of the large stone blocks in the lower courses of the Great Pyramid's construction.

The first question that one usually asks is how were these things built? The Japanese in the
1980’s tried to build a small 35 foot high replica of the Great Pyramid using the ‘ancient’ techniques.
When this project failed, they brought in modern equipment that also failed. This was a pyramid some
1/20th the size of Giza and was no match for modern equipment. Nova tried to build a 6 foot high
pyramid and needed a front end loader and modern cutting equipment just to do that. Herodotus, who
wrote in 500 BC at least some 2000 years after the pyramids are said to have been built, claimed that
the Great Pyramid took 20 years to build. With an estimated 2.3 million blocks, 31 blocks per hour

every day of the year would be needed to be quarried, moved and placed. At the same time shafts and
chambers were built within the pyramid. And right beside are two other monster pyramids requiring
similar effort to create.
So let us examine this project a little more closely with what we can see. The Egyptians first
placed a permanent platform of fine polished limestone, and in some parts black basalt, on the
ground. However the land was not made perfectly flat, actually a massive natural mound was leftlikely to represent the primordial hill of creation, estimated to be some 30 feet high at the exact center
of the pyramid. They built around and overtop of a gigantic hunk of rock. They could have removed
this rock to begin with a perfectly flat surface, a far easier building project, but they did not. Time and
time again the Egyptians do not do the easy thing, but the hardest thing. Therefore it must represent
something that had to be part of the pyramid. Most likely it was the symbolic primeval mound, the first
part of land that rose from the chaotic waters of Nun at the creation.

167:Part of the basalt temple floor on the east side of the Great Pyramid

The pyramid rises almost perfectly aligned to the cardinal directions. To do this properly it
would need to be kept perfectly level, ie no twisting involved as it raised up. Proctor believes that this
is the true use of the descending passage. In the time of Ancient Egypt the Pole Star was Alpha
Draconius. In order to pinpoint it exactly you would need a slot at an angle of 26 degrees 17’ (which is
exactly the angle of the descending passage). One could use the pole star to guide the rise of the
pyramid. Proctor says that the lower chamber could have been filled with water, which would reflect
the pole star like a mirror in a modern telescope. By building the ascending passage at the same
angle as the descending (which was done) they could reflect the pole star off the water in the pit to the
ascending passage. This would keep the passage perfectly aligned and keep the pyramid perfectly
level as it rose.
One hundred yards east of the Great Pyramid are what are known as trial shafts, cut into the
bedrock. It is claimed that they were cut to let workers practice their skills before the pyramid was built.
A descending and ascending passage were found. There is also an upward shaft where the two meet,
perhaps in the pyramid design and hidden by the current plugs (again no one has checked if the plugs
hide a passage above or below the plug). A grand gallery is also in this trial area, but there are no
chambers, just shafts that lead to where the chambers would be. Why are these here and why
practice cutting into bedrock, when much of the cutting in the pyramid itself would be through
limestone blocks, a totally different task? Why are there no chambers just shafts? Thus they were not
tests for the building skills of the workers, but tests of something else. Another suggestion is that they
could have been a map.

It is usually suspected that thousands of slaves were used in forced work gangs in order to
haul and carry the millions of stones into place, mostly because of what is written in the Old
Testament. However, there is no evidence to suggest that people were compelled to take part in the
massive enterprise against their will, if anything it is the opposite. The sheer quality of workmanship in
the construction suggest a pride in the work. The more accepted theory is that the main work was
conducted by the average population during the inundations of the Nile, when farmers could no longer
tend to their farms (for they were underwater). During the other nine months, the priests, artisans and
masons would remain to continue key aspects of the process. But that is an answer still based on the
idea that hundreds of thousands of people were needed for the construction. While there is evidence
of large encampments on the Giza Plateau, no one is actually sure how many people were used to
build the pyramids, but there was definitely a lot of work on the surrounding tombs, mastabas and
monuments. To me, these found camps, quarries and work sites have nothing to do with the building
of the three main pyramids and sphinx area, but are associated with the builders of the rest of the site:
smaller pyramids, mastabas and temples. These were the parts that were actually built in the Old
Kingdom, as a way of connecting to what was already old and revered at the site, like wanting to build
your house next to a famous monument. If the surrounding structures were built at the same time, by
the same workers, they should show a similarity in workmanship. But they do not- the large structures
show perfection in construction, while the others show to be shoddy copies.
The raising of the stone blocks is one of the most controversial areas. Some believe a giant
system of levers was used. Yet one look at the Nova documentary shows that the crib/lever system
would get very precarious as blocks were moved farther up the pyramid. The steps get very small as
one gets up the structure, and levers are simple unsuitable in the confined steps up the pyramid.
Some Egyptologists will still say that one large ramp was built to raise the blocks up an inclined plane.
To build a long ramp, at a gradient of 1:10 would require a ramp 4,800 feet long. The ramp would then
contain three times as much masonry as the pyramid itself, and would actually be a larger building
project. Most archaeologists today believe that a spiral ramp was used which wound around the
pyramid. However a spiral ramp would be unable to reach the top, due to overlap. It would have
presented deadly turns, and would also have covered the whole pyramid thus making it tough for
architects to check the alignment of the building process. The average side of the pyramid is not out
less than 8 inches, and the corners are near perfect right angles. Also note that the block size does
not diminish at the upper levels of the pyramid, some courses go back to large blocks. Again showing
the most simple building practices were not followed here.

168: Casing stones placed together so perfectly that even my knife blade can not get between them.

Other theories have been put out there. These include water ramps connected to a system of
locks to float the blocks up the slope. Another that priests had the ability to use sound or magnetics to
levitate the rocks. Another theory by Joseph Davidovits claims that the rocks used are not actually
rock, but a form of made cement. Davidovits wondered why the Grand Gallery displays high humidity.
The bedrock of Giza is dry, yet the pyramid is full of moisture. The blocks themselves are a mystery.
Some believe that the rock came from 20 sites all over the Nile valley, while others feel the rock was
quarried right on the Giza Plateau. However, the bedrock of the Giza Plateau is made up of strata, and
the pyramid blocks contain no strata. The casing blocks in the Great Pyramid are very hard as they
contain large fossil shells, unlike the soft Tura limestone that is supposedly used and is now used in
modern restoration projects. He also found air bubbles in some of the rocks, like are found when
mixing clay. Another interesting tidbit is Edward Leedskalnin, who built Coral Castle of huge blocks of
raised stone without cranes near Homestead Florida in the 1940's. He died in 1952 without telling
anyone how he did it, but he did say that he claimed to know how the Egyptian pyramids were built
and hinted it was due to magnets or an anti-gravity device.
Another aspect has to do with tools. Everything is said to have been cut and shaped with
copper tools. Yet the casing blocks are too perfect to be done with hammer an chisels. There is
evidence on the site of drilling and machining, and many of the statues found are impossible to make
with out lasers. The area to the south of the pyramid, where the temple originally stood are granite
blocks with obvious saw cuts, drill holes and curved surfaces. Impossible to make with the supposed
tools of the time.
Why Built

169:“The Boss”
Most of the focus today from pyramid researchers is all about the how, how did they build and
create the machined quality stone? As valuable as the question is, to me a far more important
question is, why?
Egyptologists will tell you the reason nothing has ever found in the pyramid was due to tomb
robbers who took everything. How? Prior to Al Mamun’s entrance, the granite plugs were in place. So
Egyptologists point to the well shaft as the entrance and escape route for thieves. The well shaft is
only three feet in diameter, too small for over half of Tutankhamun’s treasure. Therefore, the larger
pieces should have been left behind. Other pieces, such as pottery or bowls were never of use to the
tomb robbers and they always left them behind. But there was nothing found in the Great Pyramid. No
large objects that did not fit through the shaft, no pottery, cloth, statues…nothing! To make the

argument against a tomb even stronger is that the ascending passage that leads to the supposed
burial place of the king is far too narrow for the sarcophagus box in the King’s Chamber to pass
through. Thus the box that now sits there had to be placed in the before the pyramid was completed,
and the body in Egyptian burials were always brought in with the box they were to rest in.
Over the years there are many ideas as to what the pyramids were built for. Mendelssohn felt
that Giza was built to give the nation a common religious task, Robert T Ballard believed that the
pyramid could be used to survey and distribute all the land all along the Nile, others as giant geodetic
markers. Some felt they were tall obelisks, whom shadows could be used a giant sundial to mark
equinox and solstice. Others said that the grand gallery was a giant telescope, that produced the
charts that Kepler and Galileo used in the Middle Ages for individual astrological readings. Another
theory claims it chronicles a super nova (exploding star) 6,000 years ago, and the Grand Gallery was
built to watch the event. However the telescope theory fails to answer why then the need to build two
other giant pyramids along with it, that have no telescope looking galleries.
In the 1970's the term pyramid power appeared. It was found that the pyramid shape
automatically dehydrated animals, kept milk fresh without refrigeration, kept razor blades sharp and
could purify water. Thus it has some very interesting properties on objects. Those who have slept
overnight in the King’s Chamber have told of odd experiences. Napoleon, who was a freemason,
appeared the next morning “pale and shaken” and told no one of his experiences, only that no one
would believe him. Others who have stayed the night have claimed to have been besieged by spirits,
Ancient Egyptians who after attempting to scare them, offered the secrets of Egyptian initiation and
the secrets of the universe. Sitting inside a pyramid will provide incredible healing powers. I personally
feel that any time inside of a pyramid is life changing, but any time spent alone in one is multiplied by a
great degree. One minute alone is like one hour with others. I feel it alters the entire structure of the
human DNA when inside. I have not slept overnight in one, but the effect might be truly mind-blowing.
The Arabic manuscript Akbar Ezzeman, as well as mystic Ammanias Marcellinus wrote that the
pyramids were built to house ancient wisdom from before the flood. Masoodi wrote in 943AD
“Surid...one of the kings of Egypt before the flood built two pyramids...300 years before the flood he
dreamed that the earth was twisted around, stars fell from the sky and clashed together with noise and
that all of mankind took refuge in great terror. After summoning his dream interpreters he ordered the
positions of the stars examined. The stars foretold a great flood that would come from the constellation
of Leo. When told Egypt would flourish again after the flood, he ordered the pyramids built to house
the secrets of science, math, religion.” Masoudi also refers to Automata, monstrous idols of stone and
metal that are animated by spirits that protect the sacred areas and destroy anyone who violates the
pyramid.1
Another theory is that the pyramid was a place for special initiations into the Mystery Schools.
The initiates were said in time to be shown the laws and principles of the cosmos, and man’s relation
to it. They had to die to the old self, and be reborn in the King’s Chamber, with the knowledge of
immortality and experienced a second birth.” For these rights to have been performed after the
pyramids were built, there must have been a way to enter the pyramid in a yet undiscovered
passageway. Some suggest that the Giza plateau was a key test was to see if one could tell the
difference between what was real and what an illusion, and great challenges of endurance were given.
Those who passed these tests became high priests in the temples. The layout of the pyramids are up
for question. Bauval and Hancock believe that the the pyramids could be layed out to match the three
stars of Orion's belt in they sky, while others say they resemble a golden spiral and other mathematical
layouts. Other theories include that the pyramid passages record the history of the earth as found in
1
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the Bible, or that the pyramid geometry reflects the spiraling movement of consciousness from above
to below, while another that Giza is the creation of the entire illusion of space-time reality, via a multi
dimensional grid system.
The pyramids were designed to resonate in vibrational-musical harmony with something,
perhaps the earth's vibrational frequency. The passages increase the movement of sound because
you can hear the lower pit at the top of the grand gallery. The granite in the King's Chamber is 55%
silicon quartz, making it an energy transmitter. But the quartz needs to be squeezed. All the ceiling
beams are polished on 3 sides, but rough on top as mentioned. They tuned the rock by removing the
exact amount from the top to make the pitch that they wanted. The entire chamber is freestanding, on
the egg carton floor which allows it to vibrate at peak efficiency. Thus it is a giant musical instrument.
The antechamber may have had slabs, but not to seal it off, but actually to act like a filter for sounds.
Raise or lower depending on the vibration coming in.
The cracks in the ceiling of the King's Chamber are said to be from an earthquake, but if this is
so, why is this the only place to show this? Above the chambers are a layer of black dust ecuvine (cast
of shells of insects). There are no living insects in the pyramid so where did they come from?
Decoding the Great Pyramid thinks the chamber was an energy generating device and that the
Queen's Chamber brought in two differing types of chemicals for the reaction. An explosion in the
Kings Chamber could have been enough heat to cook the insect shells in the limestone. Could the
Egyptians themselves have blown up and or dismantled the pyramid at the end of their era to prevent
its total power from falling into the hands of beings who could not use it for its original task? The
famous Toltec site at Teotihuacan was destroyed deliberately by a fire set by the inhabitants, so that
too is a possibility here.
Secret Chambers
One of the things well known to insiders, but kept quiet from the public, is the large number of
tunnels, chambers and passageways under the ground. There may be more beneath the surface than
above. In the 1970's the Egyptian authorities did some tests at Giza. On the project was Dr. Jim
Hurtak, who took video footage of a vast underground metropolis under Giza, with massive chambers
with huge statues, underground waterways and lakes. They entered through a shaft found by Selim
Hassan in the 1930's below the Khafre causeway, and it here twenty years later that Zahi Hawass
“found” the tomb of Osiris. On my first trip to Egypt, one of the site guardians took me to this passage
and gave me the chance to do down to this underground world. Just as I began to walk down the long
ladder, he said to my Arabic friend, “Be careful, it is very dangerous down there, you can die.” Ahh.
Good way to start my first week in Egypt, and chose instead to not tempt fate, or the authorities.
Steven Mehler believes that below the surface was constructed special water rivers, and that
temples and sites were built on top to harness the power of water (Asgat Nefer- harmony of water in
Ancient Egyptian). Flowing water has a great vibration. Temples were built in such a way as to have
flowing water run under the site to increase the harmonic vibration of the stones. Thus the stones give
energy to the water, while the water gave energy to the stone.

170:Passageway in the ground between the Khufu and Khafre Pyramids, obscured by garbage.

There are many questions for me on the Giza site. In between the Great and Khafre Pyramids
is an empty flat area that is mostly used now as a tour bus parking area. The rest of the site is built on,
but not this area. Was things on that area removed, or if not, why was it left open? While walking
around I saw a long shaft in the pavement, half concealed with garbage. This was all that remains of a
satellite pyramid that once stood here. I took a bit of look down and got right to the level of the deepest
garbage and shone my light past. Below I saw a rectangular stone chamber under the pavement, and
shadows “moving or dancing” quickly. Right above that spot is a bunch of giant singular stones,
perhaps a few remaining pieces of the pyramid. My guess is the shaft was blocked off, with garbage to
not have people pay any attention to it, the way putting iron bars there would often generate curiosity
of “why is that gated up?”
J Kinneman claimed he worked with Flinders Pitrie on the site, and that together they found a
south entrance to the pyramid and explored many new rooms and chambers within. David H Lewis in
his 1976 book Mysteries of the Great Pyramid, said he also found rooms and sealed doors in a
passage from the south. The south side of the pyramid now has the “goofy” solar boat museum, that
to me may in fact cover an entrance, possibly confirmed with an odd conversation with a worker there
on my first visit at the boat museum. Also along the south face are odd openings about 43 meters up,
as if someone had attempted to blast through at this level. So far I have not been able to climb up and
confirm what actually is on that south face.
About 70 feet along the north side of the pyramid, from the north east corner, is a 4X10 stone
sunk into the foundation at an angle. The joints are very precise and is the only stone not at a right
angle to the rest of the construction. It may cover an entrance. And along the NE corner is where Bob
Brier and Japanese researchers found a small room in the edge of the pyramid. The space is carved
out and is just about the height for a person to easily stand in. No one has adequately explained why it
is there, or how many more there could be. Just a few months ago, November 2017, came the news
that the Scan Pyramids group found a void within the pyramid, just up from the Grand Gallery,and
possibly as large.
This next theory comes from Frenchmen Robert Houdin. He first became curious as to what
happened to a large granite block that used to sit next to the sarcophagus by the wall. It can be seen
in some photos of from the 1970's. It was said to be a blocking plug of the entrance that had been
bored through and pushed into the chamber. For a while it covered over the hole made in the floor
from deep excavation work. The stone is now gone after they sealed over the hole. No one has any
idea where it may be. It has just seemed to have disappeared.
Supposedly this hole was dug at the time of Al Mamun's entrance. If so why did Al Mamun's
men dig a hole into the floor at this exact spot,and only here. There shows no other digging (except for

a small hole in far corner of the room). Houdin felt that all of this was odd to have the hold and this
stone right next to a very odd looking block in the wall of the chamber right across from the box. It just
looks out of place, like it was put there at some later time. Houdin believes that this stone hides a
second entrance to the King's Chamber, and he wrote that he felt there were a whole series of
corridors and rooms (what he believed to look similar to the corbelled roofs of Daschur). Most of his
suggestions sit right where the Japanese-French team found the void. Needless to say his idea of a
second complete chamber and passage system to the King's Chamber may have great merit.
Added to this was that a Japanese team from Waseda U in 1987 used radar in the Queen's
Chamber and claimed to indicate a hidden corridor in the NW corner of the North wall, the same
corner where there is an odd block in the Kings Chamber. What is the connection? No one publicly
has done any checking on the matter, but I am very sure someone has indeed checked all this out.
In the King's Chamber, all the stone joints are tight except a corner of the west wall. Here the
joints are larger and covered with re-laid mortar indicating the possibility of another passage. Egyptian
authorities has refused exploration of these areas.
There is much talk, especially from the new age community following the writings of Edgar
Cayce, around something he called the Hall of Records, an ancient room that contains all the wisdom
of the universe- supposedly left by the old Atlantean civilization for those in the future. Many believe it
exists beneath the Sphinx. Most think the Hall of Records will be a chamber which will have all sorts of
books or scrolls. I find this to be totally false. To begin with, if they were attempting to preserve
secrets, so that someone in the future could use them, they need to survive. The odds on the survival
of paper for possibly thousands of years is very low. Even carved in stone leaves the possibility that
those in the future will be unable to read the language. These texts are too important for paper or to be
carved in walls. They will be accessed by using the mind, perhaps they are holographic. It may be a
space to allow us to access the “dormant” parts of our DNA which is where the hall of records may be,
inside of our own bodies, or perhaps encoded in the original 8 cells that still sit at the base of your
spine (where kundalini energy rises from). This hall of records may be a space that opens within us
something that plugs directly into the holographic nature of reality. They will not be able to be
accessed by those who have not devoted a large portion of their life to raise their vibration.
As for guarded entrances in this area; my African teacher, Omri, was in Egypt recently and
attempted to go down a tunnel that had been found behind the Sphinx. A workman stopped him. In
Egypt you can pretty much get anywhere by giving some money. Not here. While the workman’s
English was not excellent, he did make the point of someone who had gone down the tunnel had been
badly burnt. Burnt in a tunnel? Omri says this was a special tunnel, one accessed by only those with a
very high vibration, and someone who enters with a vibration too low will burn. Thus when wanting to
go down tunnels or into secret areas at ancient sites, I recommend moving with extreme caution.
New Theories
A new theory, created by Scott Creighton, I first saw on the “AboveTopSecret” message board.
To understand this fully requires following along with diagrams that he has made of the Giza Plateau,
that can be found at this website...but I will do my best to provide an overview with only words here.
Creighton claims that one of Giza's main reasons for being built, was to act as a precessional time
marker. This general idea found its way into books in 1990's, but Creighton has taken things a step
further by using more than just the three main pyramids- but examines the whole site. What Creighton
claims is that the outer edges of the site (the north-east corner of the Great Pyramid, the northern
Khufu Queen's pyramid, the western Menkaure Queen's Pyramid, and the back end of the Sphinx) all
would link in a perfect geometric circle around the site. A line called the Lehner Line, named after Mark
Lehner's discovery in 1980, runs diagonally perfect along the sides of the three main pyramids and the
queen's pyramids, making it part of the original building design. At each end of this line are the two
odd groups of small pyramids, claimed by Egyptologists to be for the Pharaoh's queens. Robert
Bauval mentioned that the layout of the three main pyramids on the Giza plateau matched the layout
of the three belt stars of Orion. Yet no one checked the layouts of the sets of Queen's pyramids, also
in groups of three. I had felt on my first Egypt trip that they were in some way copies of the larger

giants, but I too never examined exactly how. Interestingly, Creighton found that the far Southern
group match the belt stars of Orion at its high point in the precessional cycle, while the Queen's set
near the Great Pyramid, marks the low point. The Lehner line, to Creighton, actually is a connecting
line between the two sets of Queen's Pyramids, that mark the high (12, 000 BC) and the low point
(2,500 AD) of Orion. Thus the line becomes a precessional time marker between the two astronomical
events.
If this line marks time that begins at one point and ends at another, flowing time can be marked
along it. But how to know if the Ancient Egyptians tried to bring attention to certain dates on this
timeline? Creighton felt that another intersecting line crossing it could be the way to obtain an exact
date. He used the Sphinx as the marker to check, and found that drawing a line directly up to the
Lehner Line, intersects the time line at exactly the half way point (3,900 BC). In conversation with
Scott, I suggested that he also check the Sphinx causeway, which does not run at a 90 degree angle
towards the pyramid, but instead runs off-center. It seemed to me that a line from the causeway would
intersect the Lehner Line close to the start of the Maya calendar of around 3114 BC, which Creighton
confirmed. On further examination he also noticed that the exact center of the entire Giza circle is at a
point in the exact middle of the second/Khafre Pyramid. This links to my feelings that the middle
pyramid is in fact the oldest on the site.
From the point of just outside of the paws of the Sphinx, Creighton used the spot of the SphinxThutmosis stela, drew lines to the two outer edges of the circle (the Menkaure Queen's Pyramid, and
the edge of the Great Pyramid). This first line intersected the Lehner Time-Line at 9,800 BC- which to
him marks as the destruction of Atlantis. The time period around 10,000 BC was a moment of great
earth change- the end of the last ice age leading to a great flood, last overturning of the earth poles,
and many ancient sites all mathematically attempt to link in some way to around 10,000 BC. The
second line drawn from the Sphinx, bisects the time line at a point about 2012 AD. The first
intersection marker seemed to indicate a time of worldwide catastrophe, while the second marker
might be marking the next great change, that lists as almost the exact end of the Mayan Calendar.
Please view his diagrams and information to see the detail of his theory. While I am not in 100%
agreement with him, I do feel that he is very close to unlocking a very important aspect about the
layout of the entire Giza plateau and how, just like its Mexico sister site of Teotihuacan- relates not
only to space, but to time.
A final theory I want to share comes from the article Tunnel Vision by Mark Foster and Ralph
Ellis. It comes from their very unique conclusion, why is the “forced entrance” almost perfectly situated
to run in a straight line to the Descending Passage and Ascending Passage. Basically if they were just
digging by chance, they could not have gotten more lucky. So the question they had,was maybe it was
not luck, but they knew what they were doing. And the tunnel was not made to get them in, but was
made to get something out.
Their theory suggests that Al Mamun knew the entrance to the pyramid, as many others had
and gone to the Descending Pit to find nothing. Somehow they noticed the plugs and decided to
tunnel around them. Why them? Why did they know there was something beyond the plugs. The
reason may lie in the trial shafts.
For the shafts may not have been for tests for the workers to dig, but might have in fact been a
map left in the Giza bedrock, for someone to come along later and figure it out- because if you saw
that iit was a replica of the pyramid descending passage, it would have clued in “there should be a
passage here” where these blocked plugs were. So why need the exit tunnel? It must be because they
had something that was heavy, and difficult to get up the descending passage or perhaps even too big
for it. Their answer? The lid of the sarcophagus box. The fact the lid is gone is very interesting and no
one has really explained where it is. The suggesting is that it was dug to walk it straight out, This
tunnel has been greatly enlarged for tourists, but the original was not this high. They further suggest
that the lid was taken out of the pyramid this way, and perhaps taken back to be a part of the famous
black box of Mecca, which contains a special black stone of unknown origin. It is one of the best
theories for the forced entrance and the missing box lid hat I have seen to date.

Another theory suggests that the passage around the plugs was not done at all by Al Muman in
820 AD,but had been dug much before. It seems such authors as Strabo and Pliny had long prior
recorded about interior passages in the pyramid. So they were known long before Al Manun. This
alternate theory suggests that the digging around the granite plugs was by the Old Kingdom Egyptians
themselves, gaining access again to the already very ancient monument themselves. It is still one of
the most confusing parts of the pyramid, who in fact dug these tunnels and exactly why?

170a Pyramid core blocks.

Examination
It is clear that pyramids are not the simple tombs that they have been described to be for the
last 2000 years, but are instead marvels of construction designed to work not only with the natural
vibrational harmony of the earth,- but also with the human DNA structure and perhaps the entire
looping nature of this reality. It is no wonder why pyramids, not just in Egypt but all over the world,
have fascinated everyone who has come across them. My suggestion is to get into as many of them
as you can, and then prepare for them to work on deep levels of your DNA and egoic false self simply
by being within their incredible harmonious construction.
A small clue that I can share with you is the world light. I can say that I have had experiences
within Egyptian pyramids that involved light. I do not want to say here what that means, or what I
mean by light, but I am sure that what I saw in those experiences are in fact a key element into
understanding the core nature of these structures.

